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ABSTRACT
We present new XMM-Newton and NuSTAR observations of the galaxy merger IRAS
F05189-2524 which is classified as an ultra-luminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG) and op-
tical Seyfert 2 at z = 0.0426. We test a variety of spectral models which yields a
best-fit consisting of an absorbed power law with emission and absorption features
in the Fe K band. Remarkably, we find evidence for a blueshifted Fe K absorption
feature at E = 7.8 keV (rest-frame) which implies an ultra-fast outflow (UFO) with
vout = 0.11 ± 0.01c. We calculate that the UFO in IRAS F05189-2524 has a mass
outflow rate of M˙out & 1.0 M yr−1, a kinetic power of E˙K & 8% LAGN, and a momen-
tum rate (or force) of P˙out & 1.4 LAGN/c. Comparing the energetics of the UFO to the
observed multi-phase outflows at kiloparsec scales yields an efficiency factor of f ∼ 0.05
for an energy-driven outflow. Given the uncertainties, however, we cannot exclude the
possibility of a momentum-driven outflow. Comparing IRAS F05189-2524 with nine
other objects with observed UFOs and large-scale galactic outflows suggests that there
is a range of efficiency factors for the coupling of the energetics of the nuclear and
galaxy-scale outflows that likely depend on specific physical conditions in each object.
Keywords: galaxies: active — galaxies: individual (IRAS F05189-2524) — quasars:
absorption lines — X-rays: galaxies
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1. INTRODUCTION
In one possible evolutionary scenario, gas-rich
galaxies merge together to form an obscured
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ultraluminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG) which
evolves into a dusty quasar and then eventu-
ally an exposed optical quasar after shedding
its gas and dust cocoon (e.g., Sanders et al.
1988; Veilleux et al. 2002, 2009a,b; Hopkins et
al. 2006). This scenario may account for the
intimate link between the mass of the stellar
spheroid component of the host galaxy and that
of the central supermassive black hole (SMBH)
(e.g., Silk & Rees 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt
2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) by invoking negative
feedback of the active galactic nucleus (AGN)
i.e. the AGN drives galactic winds which in turn
may be able to quench the growth of both the
SMBH and the stellar component of the host
(e.g. Fabian 1999; King 2003; King & Pounds
2003).
Star formation is inhibited if the cold molec-
ular gas out of which stars form is affected
by such outflows. Far-infrared molecular
spectroscopy of ULIRGs has revealed highly
blueshifted absorption features indicative of
high-velocity molecular outflows on scales of
hundreds of parsecs which imply significant
mass outflow rates (Sturm et al. 2011; Veilleux
et al. 2013, 2017; Gonza´lez-Alfonso et al. 2017;
Rupke et al. 2017). Most models explaining
the origin of these galactic outflows require a
very fast (vout ∼ 0.1c) initial AGN accretion
disk wind which shocks the surrounding inter-
stellar medium (ISM) and forms a hot bubble
which moves the molecular material (see King
& Pounds 2015 and references therein). The
shock-driven galactic outflow can be divided
into two distinct regimes: momentum-driven
and energy-driven.
Momentum-driven outflows occur when the
kinetic energy of the wind is mostly radiated
away, in which case, only ram pressure exerts
work on the surrounding ISM. Energy-driven
outflows occur if the shocked ISM is not effi-
ciently cooled and expands adiabatically as a
hot bubble. The momentum rate of an energy-
driven outflow is expected to be larger than
that of a momentum-driven outflow and may
approach values of P˙ ' 10 LAGN/c which is
consistent with observations of several ULIRGs
(Sturm et al. 2011; Cicone et al. 2014; Gonza´lez-
Alfonso et al. 2017).
Galactic-scale outflows are common in U/LIRGs
and often involve several gas phases: the molec-
ular gas (e.g., Veilleux et al. 2013; Gonza´lez-
Alfonso et al. 2017; Fluetsch et al. 2018), the
neutral atomic gas (Rupke & Veilleux 2013;
Rupke et al. 2017; Teng et al. 2013), the warm
ionized gas (Rupke & Veilleux 2013; Rupke et al.
2017), and sometimes even the hot ionized gas
(Nardini et al. 2013; Veilleux et al. 2014; Paggi
et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2019). Conversely, out-
flows inferred from blueshifted Fe XXV/ XXVI
absorption lines in the X-ray band at rest-frame
energies E > 7 keV are observed in AGN at
sub-parsec scales consistent with an accretion
disk interpretation. These ultra-fast outflows
(UFOs; Tombesi et al. 2010, 2011; Tombesi &
Cappi 2014; Tombesi et al. 2015; Gofford et
al. 2013; Longinotti et al. 2015; Nardini et al.
2015; Parker et al. 2017), have outflow velocities
which are mildly relativistic (vout ∼ 0.1c). Con-
firming both a large-scale galactic outflow and
sub-parsec scale accretion disk wind in the same
object presents observational challenges requir-
ing simultaneous detection of the outflow in the
X-rays and at lower energies (mm-optical-IR).
IRAS F11119+3257 was the first such source
in which both outflows were confirmed. Galac-
tic outflows were found using OH absorption
measurements with Herschel (Veilleux et al.
2013) and confirmed with CO(1–0) emission line
measurements from deep ALMA observations
(Veilleux et al. 2017). The UFO was initially
detected with Suzaku (Tombesi et al. 2015)
and later confirmed with NuSTAR observations
(Tombesi et al. 2017). Mrk 231 is the second
known object whose outflows were confirmed us-
ing IRAM, Chandra, and NuSTAR (Feruglio et
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al. 2015). Therefore, it is imperative to extend
such studies to other sources in order to quan-
tify the occurrence of such phenomena.
2. IRAS F05189-2524
IRAS F05189-2524 is a well-studied, nearby
(z = 0.0426), late-stage merger ULIRG (Veilleux
et al. 2002, 2006). It is an optical Seyfert 2
(Veilleux et al. 1999a), but contains hidden
broad-line Paβ in the near-infrared (Veilleux
et al. 1999b). With ∼70% of its bolometric
luminosity (Lbol ∼ 1012 L) attributed to its
AGN (Veilleux et al. 2009a), the AGN in IRAS
F05189-2524 is considered a quasar. A high-
velocity, large-scale outflow has been detected
in the neutral, ionized, and molecular gas phases
(Rupke et al. 2005; Westmoquette et al. 2012;
Bellocchi et al. 2013; Teng et al. 2013; Veilleux
et al. 2013; Gonza´lez-Alfonso et al. 2017; Rupke
et al. 2017).
In the X-ray, IRAS F05189-2524 is one of
the brightest local ULIRGs. Archival XMM-
Newton and Chandra observations derive an
E = 2–10 keV continuum luminosity of ∼ 1043
erg s−1 (Teng et al. 2009). The X-ray flux
of IRAS F05189-2524 is known to vary. The
E = 0.5–2 keV flux was relatively constant dur-
ing XMM-Newton observations in 2001 March,
Chandra observations in 2001 October and 2002
January, and Suzaku observations in 2006 April.
The E = 2–10 keV flux, however, was a factor
of ∼30 lower in the 2006 Suzaku than previ-
ously measured in the XMM-Newton and Chan-
dra observations in 2001-02. In addition to the
drop in flux, the 2006 Suzaku observation re-
vealed a prominent E = 6.4 keV Fe K emission
line not seen in the 2001-02 observations (Teng
et al. 2009). Observations by ASCA in 1995 and
BeppoSAX in 1999 found statistically signifi-
cant unresolved iron line emission, but also con-
firmed strong continuum variability above E =
2 keV between the two observations (Severgnini
et al. 2001). IRAS F05189-2524 was observed by
NuSTAR in 2013 February (21 ks) and October
(25 and 8 ks) with a coordinated XMM-Newton
observation during the 2013 October observa-
tion (31 ks; Teng et al. 2015). Minor flux varia-
tions detected between these observations were
not found to be statistically significant, and the
E = 2–10 keV flux was again consistent with the
“high” state of the 2001-02 observations (Teng
et al. 2015).
IRAS F05189-2524 was detected by Swift
BAT with a significance of 6 σ at E = 14–195
keV and 4.2 σ at E = 24–35 keV (Koss et al.
2013). In re-analyzing the 2013 NuSTAR and
XMM-Newton observations, Xu et al. (2017)
find that IRAS F05189-2524 may be modeled
above E = 2 keV by a broad iron line disk re-
flection. Xu et al. (2017) also find that possible
features indicative of a high-velocity outflow
in the Fe K band are not statistically required
after the fit with a relativistic reflection dom-
inated spectral model. Data of higher quality
are needed to confirm the possible existence of
these spectral features.
3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA
REDUCTION
3.1. XMM-Newton
IRAS F05189-2524 was observed by XMM-
Newton for 98 ks on 2016 Sept. 6–7 (ObsID
0790580101). The observations were reduced
using standard procedures with the XMM-
Newton Science Analysis System v16.1.0. Soft
proton flares were removed, and only single and
double events were retained for the pn while
single through quadruple events were retained
for the MOS. The source was extracted using a
40” radius circular region. The background was
estimated from a source-free sky region of the
same size. For the pn background, special care
was taken to ensure that the background region
was not located on parts of the CCD where
there are known instrumental X-ray fluorescent
lines (Freyberg et al. 2004), particularly the Cu-
Kα line around 8 keV. The final good exposure
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time for the pn was 74.3 ks. The MOS1 and
MOS2 observations were reduced separately.
Each MOS spectrum and light curve was in-
spected individually, and finding no gross vari-
ability between the two, they were combined
using epicspeccombine. The final good expo-
sure time for the combined MOS spectrum is
94.7 ks. Table 1 provides the final good expo-
sure times and count rates for the XMM-Newton
observation. The final spectrum for both the
pn and MOS were grouped to a minimum of 50
counts per bin in order to ensure the use of the
χ2 statistics.
3.2. NuSTAR
IRAS F05189-2524 was observed by NuS-
TAR for 144 ks on 2016 Sept. 5–8 (Ob-
sID 60201022002). Spectra were created us-
ing HEAsoft version 6.22 and CALDB ver-
sion ‘20171002’ after initially producing cleaned
event files with the tool nupipeline. For the
screening parameters, we assumed “saacalc=2
saamode=optimized tentacle=yes” based on
the NuSTAR SAA filtering report. From the
cleaned event files, spectra and corresponding
response matrices were then created using the
nuproducts tool. The source region was chosen
to be circular with a 60” radius, the background
region was also circular with 121” radius. The
resulting spectra have a net exposure of 144.1
ks for focal plane module (FPM) A and 143.9
ks for the FPMB. Due to differing orbits, the
NuSTAR observation is only strictly concurrent
with XMM-Newton for 45 ks. Table 1 provides
the final good exposure times and count rates
for the NuSTAR observation. All FPMA and
FPMB spectra were grouped to a minimum of
25 counts per bin in order to ensure he use of
the χ2 statistics.
4. XMM-Newton SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
We perform our spectral analysis using XSPEC
v12.10c (Arnaud 1996) using χ2 statistics. All
models take into account Galactic absorption
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Figure 1. The XMM-Newton EPIC spectrum of
IRAS F05189-2524 from 0.5–10 keV in the rest
frame (z = 0.0426). Additional binning has been
applied for visual purposes.
with the tbabs model (Wilms et al. 2000)
using a Galactic column density of NH,Gal =
1.66 × 1020 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005). All
parameters are given in the rest frame of IRAS
F05189-2524 (z = 0.0426). The full XMM-
Newton EPIC spectrum of IRAS F05189-2524
from 0.5–10 keV is presented in Fig. 1. All
errors and limits are given at a level of 90%
(∆χ2 = 2.7 for one degree of freedom). Statis-
tical calculations were performed using XSPEC
error and steppar commands avoiding local
minima when searching χ2 space. The differ-
ence in sensitivity of the pn and MOS spec-
tra are due to the difference in effective area.
The effective area of the MOS decreases more
rapidly at higher energies than the pn.
4.1. Broad-band Modeling
We begin by joint modeling the EPIC pn and
MOS spectra from 0.5–10 keV with a simple
power law. This provides a poor fit (χ2red = χ
2/ν
= 11.93) and is not considered further. The
spectrum is indicative of a soft X-ray absorber
(see Fig. 1), so our next model invokes a full
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Table 1. Exposure times and count rates for XMM-Newton
observation (ID 0790580101) and NuSTAR observation (ID
60201022002) of IRAS F05189-2524.
Instrument Exposure Count Rate Count Rate
(ks) 0.5-2 keV 2-10 keVa
EPIC pn 74.33 0.393 0.315
EPIC MOS 94.71 0.251 0.212
FPMA (full) 144.1 0.067
FPMB (full) 143.9 0.061
FPMA (simultaneous) 45.39 0.073
FPMB (simultaneous) 45.31 0.066
aCount rates for NuSTAR are calculated between 3–10 keV.
covering neutral absorber (zwabs in XSPEC).
While this provides a better fit (χ2red = 6.47), it
is clear that the model is not accounting for any
emission that is present at soft X-ray energies
(E < 2 keV) and is not considered further.
We then consider a neutral partial covering
absorber (zpcfabs) which provides a significant
improvement in the overall fit (χ2red = 1501/948
= 1.58; see Fig. 2a) although there is still ex-
cess emission at soft energies. This model has
a column density NH = (8.54 ± 0.12) ×1022
cm−2, and the photon index, while high (Γ =
2.29 ± 0.01), is not unreasonable given the large
range of previously published values for IRAS
F05189-2524 (Risaliti et al. 2000; Ptak et al.
2003; Teng et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2017). We
also test a continuum scattering model using
two power laws with the same photon index,
one with full neutral absorption and one with
no absorption. The fit of this model is compara-
ble to that with neutral partial covering absorp-
tion with no clear preference for either model.
Although these models are phenomenologically
distinct, they are mathematically equivalent,
and we will continue with our spectral analy-
sis using neutral partial covering absorption.
Since IRAS F05189-2524 is a ULIRG, we add
a mekal component to account for the hot dif-
fuse gas likely present in the host galaxy (see
Fig. 2b). The mekal component has a plasma
temperature of kT = 0.181 ± 0.004 keV while
the neutral partial covering absorber has a col-
umn density of NH = (7.29 ± 0.10) ×1022
cm−2. This improves the fit to χ2red = 1050/946
= 1.11 in addition to yielding a photon index
of Γ = 1.97 ± 0.01, much closer to the canon-
ical value of Γ = 2 (e.g., Nandra & Pounds
1994; Reeves & Turner 2000). Both neutral par-
tial covering absorber models (with and without
the mekal component) have a covering fraction
of 98% with full covering excluded at the 90%
level.
Next, we test an ionized partial covering ab-
sorber (zxipcf), which slightly improves the fit
(χ2red = 1034/945 = 1.09; see Fig. 2c). The col-
umn density increases to NH = (11.06 ± 1.10)
×1022 cm−2 with a low ionization parameter of
log ξ = 0.59 ± 0.05 erg s−1 cm and a covering
fraction of 99% (full covering remains excluded
at the 90% level). The plasma temperature of
the mekal component decreases slightly to kT
= 0.147 +0.016−0.024 keV. Now, however, the contin-
uum above E = 8 keV is noticeably underesti-
mated (see Fig. 2c) while the photon index has
steepened (Γ = 2.49 ± 0.12). This is consistent
with the ionized partial covering absorber com-
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promising the continuum fit for the sake of the
large contribution to the residuals at lower en-
ergies. For these reasons, we discard the model
with the ionized partial covering absorber.
From the data-to-model ratios in Fig. 2, we
find evidence for a possible absorption feature
between E ∼ 7 − 8 keV. We approximate this
feature by adding a Gaussian to our model with
a neutral partial covering absorber and mekal
component (see Fig. 2d). The center of the line
is located at E = 7.81 ± 0.10 keV with a width
of σ = 103 eV (90% upper limit σ < 248 eV) and
an equivalent width of 56 +37−34 eV. This improves
the fit by ∆χ2/∆ν = 9/3 which corresponds to a
statistical requirement of 97% according to the
F-test (> 2σ). The column density is NH =
(7.22 ± 0.10) ×1022 cm−2, covering fraction is
98%, photon index Γ = 1.94 ± 0.01, and plasma
temperature kT = 0.181 ± 0.004 keV.
In our last broad-band model, we add an un-
resolved Gaussian emission line at E = 6.70 ±
0.06 keV with a width frozen to σ = 10 eV, con-
sistent with iron K lines of highly ionized iron
(Fe XVIII and above; Kallman et al. 2004; see
Fig. 2e). The addition of the emission line nar-
rows the absorption feature to σ = 78 eV (90%
upper limit σ < 240 eV). The equivalent width
of the absorption feature also decreases to 46
+36
−39 eV while the equivalent width of the emis-
sion feature is 35 ±17 eV. Using an F-test, the
addition of a second Gaussian is statistically sig-
nificant at a level of 99.7% (∼ 3σ). Other model
parameters remain largely unchanged by the in-
clusion of an emission feature. The parameters
of this best-fitting broad-band model (χ2red =
1028/941 = 1.09) are presented in Table 2.
4.2. Modeling the Iron-K Region
To more closely model the iron-K region, we
consider the pn and MOS only between E = 2–
10 keV, consistent with the methods presented
in Xu et al. (2017) and Braito et al. (2018).
From Fig. 2, it is clear that the residuals are
dominated by a complex array of features below
E = 2 keV, some of which may be due to a
photoionized emitter. Modeling the soft X-ray
emission does not impact results from the hard
X-ray emission, although the inclusion of the
softer energies may detrimentally influence the
continuum estimation. Investigating the source
of the soft X-ray emission is not our primary
objective and is not considered further in this
paper.
We begin modeling the iron-K region with a
power-law continuum and a neutral partial cov-
ering absorber (see Fig. 3a). We do not in-
clude the mekal component, as it does not con-
tribute above E = 2 keV. The column density
is NH = (7.28
+0.12
−0.27) ×1022 cm−2 and the photon
index Γ = 1.94 ± 0.02. The covering fraction is
0.98 ± 0.01.
Next, we add a Gaussian absorption feature
at E = 7.81 ± 0.12 keV with a width of
σ = 143 +132−98 eV and equivalent width of 72
+42
−38
eV (see Fig. 3b). This improves the fit of
the model (∆χ2/∆ν = 13/3), and using an F-
test, the addition is statistically significant at
a level of 99.7% (∼ 3σ). The column density is
NH = (6.96 ± 0.12) ×1022 cm−2 and the photon
index Γ = 1.88 ± 0.02. The covering fraction
is 0.984 +0.014−0.011 (full covering remains excluded at
the 90% level).
Finally, we add a second Gaussian emission
feature at E = 6.70 ± 0.06 keV with a fixed
width of σ = 10 eV (see Fig. 3c). This im-
proves the fit of the model (∆χ2/∆ν = 9/2),
and using an F test, the addition is statistically
significant at a level of 99.3%. The addition of
a second Gaussian narrows the first Gaussian to
σ = 117 eV (90% upper limit σ < 257 eV) and
equivalent width of 61 +40−38 eV. The column den-
sity increases slightly to NH = (7.03
+0.12
−0.29)×1022
cm−2 and the photon index steepens slightly to
Γ = 1.91 ± 0.02. The covering fraction remains
at 0.984 +0.014−0.011 with full covering excluded at the
90% level. The final parameters for this best-fit
model are provided in Table 3.
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Figure 2. Data-to-model ratios for broad-band models; EPIC pn is plotted in black, the MOS in red.
(a) a neutral partial covering absorber by itself does not account for excess emission below E=1 keV and
underestimates the continuum above E=8 keV; (b) adding a mekal component to account for hot diffuse
gas improves issues seen in (a); (c) testing a ionized neutral absorber results in an underestimate of the
continuum above E=8 keV; (d) a Gaussian is added to (b) to model an absorption feature at E=7.8 keV;
(e) a Gaussian is added to (d) to model an emission feature at E=6.7 keV.
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Table 2. Parameters for the best-fitting broad-band model. All errors are given at the
90% level while limits are given at 90%.
Component Parameter Unit Model χ2/ν ∆χ2/∆ν
zpowerlw Γ 1.97 ± 0.01 11334/950 . . .
za 0.0426
zpcfabsb NH 10
22 cm−2 7.26 ± 0.10 1933/948 9401/2
Covering Fraction 0.984 ± 0.001
za 0.0426
mekal kT keV 0.181 ± 0.004 1050/946 883/2
zgauss Line E keV 7.81 ± 0.06 1041/943 9/3
σ keV <0.24
za 0.0426
EW eV -46 +29−36
zgauss Line E keV 6.70 ± 0.06 1028/941 13/2
σa keV 0.01
za 0.0426
EW eV 35 ± 17
aParameters frozen at their stated values.
bThe covering fraction for the neutral partial covering absorber is purely phenomenological; see §4.1 for
information about a continuum scattering model.
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In order to better assess the significance of
the detection of the Gaussian absorption fea-
ture at E = 7.81 keV, we run a series of de-
tailed Monte Carlo simulations, according to
the procedure described in Tombesi et al. 2010,
quantifying the incidence of spurious lines when
blindly searching for features between E = 7-10
keV (rest frame). We adopt the best fit model
shown in Table 3 after removing the Gaussian
absorption lines as our baseline model. We sim-
ulate a set of 1000 observations with both the
EPIC pn and MOS detectors using the same ob-
servation times as given in Table 1 and grouping
the spectra to a minimum of 50 counts per bin.
First, we fit the simulated data using our base-
line model checking that the best fit values agree
within the uncertainties with the input param-
eters used to generate the data. Then, we look
for the probability of detecting an emission or
absorption Gaussian feature between E = 7-10
keV due to random fluctuations of the simulated
data. To do this, we add a Gaussian compo-
nent to Model A with a line centroid restricted
to fall between E = 7-10 keV in steps of 0.1
keV. The width of the Gaussian line is free to
vary between σ = 0-300 eV. The line normal-
ization is left free to vary during the fit between
positive and negative values, thus allowing for
the presence of emission or absorption features,
respectively.
Using the value of ∆χ2 = 13 as the threshold
value, we find that 8 out of 1000 (f = 0.008)
simulated spectra include spurious lines which
improve the fit by a greater or equal amount.
We derive the confidence level of the observed
absorption line as p = 1 − f = 0.992, corre-
sponding to 99.2% or 2.5σ.
The significant presence of an absorption fea-
ture above E = 7 keV could be indicative of an
ultra-fast outflow. The strongest highly ionized
iron transitions are Fe XXV Heα (E = 6.697
keV) and Heβ (E = 7.880 keV) and Fe XXVI
Lyα (E = 6.966 keV) and Lyβ (E = 8.250 keV).
For an absorption feature at E = 7.8 keV (rest-
frame), only Fe XXV Heα and Fe XXVI Lyα
would produce an outflow with velocities of vout
= 0.15c and vout = 0.11c, respectively.
We note an apparent narrow absorption fea-
ture at E = 7 keV. However, the EPIC pn and
MOS data are not consistent at that energy, and
any attempt to fit a Gaussian absorption feature
is consistent with a width of σ = 0 eV. We con-
clude that this faint absorption feature may be
due to random fluctuations. We also note ap-
parent narrow emission features at E = 6.4 and
7.2 keV. These also are not statistically signif-
icant with the current data, but they are close
to the expected energies for Fe Kα and Fe Kβ.
They will not be considered further here.
4.3. Detailed Photoionization Modeling of the
Fe K Absorber
We perform a self-consistent photoionization
modeling of the Fe K absorber using absorption
tables generated with the photoionization code
XSTAR (Kallman, & Bautista 2001) with stan-
dard solar abundances (Asplund et al. 2009).
The output parameters of the XSTAR fit are the
column density, ionization parameter, and the
observed absorber redshift zo. The ionization
parameter is defined as ξ = Lion/(nr
2) erg s−1
cm (Tarter et al. 1969), where Lion is the ion-
izing luminosity from 1–1000 Ry1 and and r, n
are the distance from the central source and the
number density of the gas, respectively. The ob-
served absorber redshift is related to the intrin-
sic absorber redshift in the source rest frame za
as (1 + zo) = (1 + za)(1 + zc), where zc is the
cosmological redshift of the source. The veloc-
ity can then be determined using the relativistic
Doppler formula, 1 + za = [(1 - β)/(1 + β)]
1/2,
where β = v/c.
In order to best fit the observed width of the
absorption feature, we consider three absorp-
1 1 Ry ≡ mee4
8ε20h
2 = 13.6 eV
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Figure 3. Data-to-model ratios for iron-K models (E = 2–10 keV); EPIC pn is plotted in black, the MOS
in red. (a) a neutral partial covering absorber model; (b) an Gaussian absorption feature added at E = 7.8
keV which could be indicative of an ultra-fast outflow due to Fe XXV Heα or Fe XXVI Lyα; (c) a Gaussian
emission feature added at E = 6.7 keV. Potential features at E = 6.4 keV, 6.95 keV, and 7.2 keV are not
statistically significant.
tion tables with turbulent broadening velocities
of 1000 km s−1, 5000 km s−1, and 10,000 km
s−1. All fits include the neutral partial cover-
ing absorber and a Gaussian emission line E
= 6.7 keV. The XSTAR absorber well describes
the observed absorption feature at E = 7.8 keV
without the need for additional Gaussian com-
ponents.
Our best-fit model has a vturb = 5000 km
s−1. Model parameters are given in Table 4.
Fig. 4 shows the data-to-model ratios of models
with and without the XSTAR component. The
redshift of the absorber is well constrained at
zo = −0.071 ± 0.012 (see Fig. 5), which
corresponds to an outflowing velocity of vout
= 0.11 ± 0.01c. The ionization parameter of
log ξ = 4.0 +0.7−0.1 erg s
−1 cm indicates that the
absorption feature is due to a mixture of both
Fe XXV and Fe XXVI (Kallman et al. 2004).
The covering fraction of the neutral partial cov-
ering absorber remains at 0.984 +0.013−0.010 with full
covering excluded at the 90% level.
4.4. Relativistic Reflection Model
Using previous XMM-Newton and NuSTAR
observations, Xu et al. (2017) found evidence
for relativistic reflection. Although the lack of
a clear broad Fe K emission line does not sup-
port interpreting the spectrum as dominated by
relativistic reflection, we test that possibility in
order to compare to the results presented in Xu
et al. 2017 by using the lamp-post geometry in
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Table 3. Parameters for the best-fit model for 2–10 keV. All errors are given at the
90% level while limits are given at 90%.
Component Parameter Unit Model χ2/ν ∆χ2/∆ν
zpowerlw Γ 1.91 ± 0.02 4255/772 . . .
za 0.0426
zpcfabsb NH 10
22 cm−2 7.03 +0.12−0.29 752/770 3503/2
Covering Fraction 0.984 +0.014−0.011
za 0.0426
zgauss Line E keV 7.81 ± 0.12 739/767 13/3
σ keV < 0.26
za 0.0426
EW eV -61 +38−40
zgauss Line E keV 6.70 ±0.06 730/765 9/2
σa keV 0.01
z a 0.0426
EW eV 31 ± 18
aParameters frozen at their stated values.
bThe covering fraction for the neutral partial covering absorber is purely phenomenological; see §4.1 for
information about a continuum scattering model.
the relxill code (Garc´ıa et al. 2014; Dauser
et al. 2014). This model (relxilllp) consid-
ers a lamp-post geometry in which the compact
X-ray emitting source is located on the rota-
tion axis of the black hole at a certain height
specified in units of gravitational radii, Rg =
GMBH/c
2. The parameters of this model in-
clude: (1) h, the height of the source in Rg, (2)
a, the dimensionless spin of the black hole, (3)
i, the inclination with respect to the normal to
the accretion disk, (4) Rin, the inner radius of
the accretion disk, (5) Rout, the outer radius of
the accretion disk, (6) z, the redshift of the sys-
tem, (7) Γ, the power law index , (8) log ξ, the
ionization parameter of the accretion disk, (9)
AFe, the iron abundance of the accretion disk,
(10) Ecut, the observed high energy cutoff of the
primary spectrum, (11) the reflection fraction
(refl frac), and (12) a model switch controlling
the reflection fraction calculation (fixReflFrac).
We assume that the inner radius of the ac-
cretion disk extends to the ISCO and a typi-
cal outer disk radius of Rout = 400 Rg. Dur-
ing our analysis, models were not sensitive to
the iron abundance, therefore, we fix the iron
abundance at solar. We assume an energy cut-
off Ecut = 55 keV, the value reported by Xu et
al. (2017) whose spectral analysis extended to
E = 30 keV. We set both the reflection fraction
and the fixReflFrac switch to 1. Throughout
our analysis, χ2 was minimized by fixing the
height of the illuminating source to h = 2 Rg,
the minimum value permitted by the model.
A model including a neutral partial covering
absorber and relxilllp provides a fit of χ2/ν
= 741.5/767. This is not statistically preferred
over the models presented in §4.2 and §4.3 and
is, in fact, worse than our model with an ab-
sorbed power law and iron K emission. We still
provide full details of this best fit in Table 5.
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Table 4. Parameters for the best-fitting XSTAR model. All errors are given at the
90% level while limits are given at 90%.
Component Parameter Unit Model χ2/ν ∆χ2/∆ν
zpowerlw Γ 1.90 ± 0.02 4255/772 . . .
za 0.0426
zpcfabsb NH 10
22 cm−2 6.98 ± 0.11 753/770 3502/2
Covering Fraction 0.984 +0.013−0.010
za 0.0426
zgauss Line E keV 6.70 ± 0.06 742/768 11/2
σa keV 0.01
za 0.0426
EW -31 +11−50
XSTAR NH 10
22 cm−2 26.7 +22.5−12.2 730/765 12/3
log ξ erg s−1 cm 4.0 +0.7−0.1
z -0.071 ± 0.012
vout c 0.11 ± 0.01
aParameters frozen at their stated values.
bThe covering fraction for the neutral partial covering absorber is purely phenomenological; see §4.1 for
information about a continuum scattering model.
5. NuSTAR SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
We perform our spectral analysis using XSPEC
v12.10c (Arnaud 1996) using χ2 statistics. All
models take into account Galactic absorption
with the tbabs model (Wilms et al. 2000)
using a Galactic column density of NH,Gal =
1.66 × 1020 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005). All
parameters are given in the rest frame of IRAS
F05189-2524 (z = 0.0426). All errors and lim-
its are given at the level of 90% (∆χ2 = 2.7
for one degree of freedom). Statistical calcu-
lations were performed using XSPEC error
and steppar commands avoiding local minima
when searching χ2 space.
The NuSTAR observation may provide a use-
ful comparison for the results based on the
XMM-Newton observation. However, we note
that while NuSTAR may place helpful con-
straints on the high-energy continuum shape
and broad spectral features, the energy resolu-
tion of NuSTAR is not well suited for the in-
vestigation of faint and narrow spectral lines
like those found in the Fe K region of the
XMM-Newton spectra. There is no unusually
large flux variability over the course of the full
NuSTAR observation, however it is important
to keep in mind the likely variable nature of
UFO absorption features (Matzeu et al. 2016).
Features observed with XMM-Newton may or
may not be present (or present with the same
strength) during the NuSTAR exposure that is
before and after the XMM-Newton observation.
The spectra remain signal-dominated until E =
20 keV, but since our goal is to compare with
XMM-Newton, we perform our spectral analy-
ses in the mutual energy band from E = 3–10
keV (rest frame). Figure 6 shows the spectrum
and background for the full NuSTAR spectrum.
Due to the short exposure time of the NuS-
TAR observation which is concurrent with
XMM-Newton, the signal to noise is not suf-
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Figure 4. Model residuals are presented for two models which both include neutral partial covering and a
Gaussian emission line at E = 6.7 keV. The model in the bottom panel includes an XSTAR absorption table
which models the absorption feature at E = 7.8 keV.
Figure 5. Using the XSPEC steppar command,
the χ2 statistic is plotted against the redshift of
the XSTAR absorber modeling the Fe K absorption
feature at 7.8 keV. The systemic redshift of IRAS
F05189-2524 (z = 0.0426) is shown with the vertical
dotted line. The solid and dashed horizontal lines
indicate the 1-σ, 90%, and 3-σ confidence ranges for
the value of the redshift of the absorber, which is
well-constrained at z = -0.07 in the observed frame
corresponding to an outflowing velocity of 0.11c.
ficient to detect spectral lines. We therefore
focus our analysis on the full NuSTAR spec-
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Figure 6. Spectra of the full NuSTAR observa-
tion between E = 3− 20 keV (rest frame) with the
FPMA and B shown in black and red, respectively.
The background for each detector is also included.
trum. We begin our examination of the full
NuSTAR spectrum by fitting the data with a
power-law continuum and neutral partial cov-
ering absorber. Fig. 7 shows the ratio of this
fit along with the XMM-Newton observation.
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Table 5. Parameters for the best-fitting relxilllp model. All errors are given at the
90% level while limits are given at 90%. A full description of model parameters is given
in §4.4.
Component Parameter Unit Model χ2/ν ∆χ2/∆ν
zpcfabsb NH 10
22 cm−2 7.29 ± 0.12 753/770 . . .
Covering Fraction 0.984 +0.013−0.009
za 0.0426
relxilllp ha Rg <16 742/767 . . .
a 0.62 +0.13−0.25
i degrees 49 ± 4
Rin
a Rg -1
Rout
a Rg 400
za 0.0426
Γ 1.94 ± 0.03
log ξ erg s−1 cm 2.3 ± 0.5
AFe
a solar 1
Ecut
a keV 55
Reflection Fractiona 1
Fix Reflection Fractiona 1
aParameters frozen at their stated values.
bThe covering fraction for the neutral partial covering absorber is purely phenomenological; see §4.1 for
information about a continuum scattering model.
We freeze the covering fraction of the neutral
partial absorber to 0.984. This corresponds
to the best fit value in models of the XMM-
Newton observation (see §4) where the higher
sensitivity in the soft energy band (i.e., E < 3
keV) provides tighter constraints on the cover-
ing fraction. Next, we add the two Gaussian
features detected in XMM-Newton. Both the
central energy values (E = 7.8 keV and 6.70
keV) and the widths (σ = 0.12 keV and 0.01
keV) of the Gaussian features were frozen to the
values found in XMM-Newton because they are
could not be constrained with NuSTAR. We do,
however, allow the normalization of each Gaus-
sian feature to vary between [-1, 1] keV, thus
allowing each Gaussian to be either an emission
or absorption feature.
This model provides a reasonable fit to the
data with a ∆χ2red = 1.03. We find a steeper
photon index of Γ = 2.13 ± 0.09. The data are
consistent with either an emission or absorption
feature at the energy of E = 7.81 keV, with
an equivalent width of 17.1 eV +37.0−40.7 eV. Note
that at the 90% level, this is consistent with the
XMM-Newton detection of an absorption fea-
ture, but the feature is not constrained in NuS-
TAR alone. The NuSTAR spectrum suggests
an emission feature at E = 6.70 keV with an
equivalent width of 75 eV ± 30 eV, also consis-
tent with XMM-Newton at the 90% level.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Accretion Disk Wind
In §4, we report the analysis of the spectrum
of IRAS F05189-2524 with a new higher signal-
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Figure 7. Model ratio of the full NuSTAR and
XMM-Newton observations fit with a power-law
and neutral partial covering absorber. Additional
binning applied for visual purposes.
to-noise XMM-Newton observation. We find
that modeling the Fe K region of the spectrum
with a self-consistent photoionization table gen-
erated with XSTAR indicates the presence of an
outflowing accretion disk wind with a velocity
of vout = 0.11 ± 0.01c.
We can estimate the energetics of the wind
following the approach described in Tombesi et
al. (2013, 2015, 2017). In our study of the ener-
getics, we will use our best-fit model presented
in §4.3 comprised of a neutral partial covering
absorber, Gaussian Fe K emission line at E =
6.7 keV, and an XSTAR component modeling the
Fe K absorption feature at E = 7.8 keV.
There are multiple published values for the
mass of the central SMBH in IRAS F05189-
25242. The photometrically derived black hole
2 Dasyra et al. (2006) derive a dynamical mass esti-
mate of MBH = 2.95×107 M using CO as a tracer of
young stellar velocity dispersions. This method is now
understood to systematically underestimate the black
hole masses of actively star-forming galaxies like IRAS
F05189-2524 because the CO is tracing only the young
stellar population rather than the older stellar popula-
mass is estimated to be MBH = 20.8×107 M
(Veilleux et al. 2009b). Using the central ve-
locity dispersions measured from the Ca II
triplet line widths (Rothberg et al. 2013) and
the MBH − σ relation (Tremaine et al. 2002),
the mass is estimated to be MBH = 42×107 M
(Xu et al. 2017). Hereafter, we assume the black
hole mass calculated in Veilleux et al. (2009b)
MBH = 20.8×107 M as a conservative estimate
of the black hole mass and thus the X-ray wind
energetics.
A lower limit on the radius of the wind can
be derived from the radius at which the ob-
served velocity corresponds to the escape ve-
locity, rmin = 2GMBH/v
2
out ' 5.08 × 1015 cm.
Converting to units of Schwarzchild radii (RS =
2GMBH/c
2), we obtain a wind launching ra-
dius r > 83 RS from the central SMBH. An
upper limit on the radius of the wind can be
derived from the definition of the ionization
parameter (ξ) as long as the thickness of the
absorber does not exceed its distance to the
SMBH, NH ' n∆r < nr (e.g. Crenshaw &
Kraemer 2012). This assumption is consistent
with a disk wind observed close to its launch-
ing region. Using the XSPEC lumin command
and an unabsorbed power law model, we calcu-
late the ionizing luminosity between 1–1000 Ry
to be Lion = 8.15×1043 erg s−1. Using the col-
umn density and ionization parameter from our
best-fit model (Table 4) and the definition of the
ionization parameter, we find rmax = Lion/ξNH
= 3.05×1016 cm or r 6 497 RS.
In calculating the energetics, we will only con-
sider the lower limit on the radius of the UFO.
Although the estimate of the upper limit is ro-
bust, it is far greater than the true location
of the outflow. The mass outflow rate of the
wind can be estimated considering the equation
M˙out = 4piµmprNHCFvout where µ = 1.4 is the
tion whose movement is more indicative of the central
mass.
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mean atomic mass per proton, mp is the pro-
ton mass, and CF is the wind covering fraction
(Crenshaw & Kraemer 2012). Assuming spher-
ical symmetry, the solid angle subtended by the
wind is Ω = 4piCF. We conservatively assume
CF ' 0.5 estimated from the fraction of sources
with detected UFOs and warm absorbers (e.g.,
Tombesi et al. 2010, 2013; Tombesi & Cappi
2014; Crenshaw & Kraemer 2012; Gofford et al.
2013). Using the range of launching radii cal-
culated above, we find a mass outflow rate of
M˙out & 1.0 M yr−1.
Conservatively assuming that the outflow has
reached a terminal velocity, the kinetic (or me-
chanical) power of the wind can be derived as
E˙K =
1
2
M˙outv
2
out & 3.6×1044 erg s−1. The mo-
mentum rate (or force) of the wind is estimated
to be P˙out = M˙outvout & 2.2×1035 dyne. IRAS
F05189-2524 has a bolometric luminosity Lbol =
6.47×1045 erg s−1 of which 71% is attributed to
the AGN (LAGN = 4.6 × 1045 erg s−1; Veilleux
et al. 2009b). Comparing the wind energetics
to the AGN luminosity, we find E˙K & 8% LAGN
and P˙out & 1.4 LAGN/c. These calculated val-
ues are in line with those found in studies with
larger samples of disk winds in Seyferts and lu-
minous quasars (e.g., Tombesi et al. 2012, 2015;
Gofford et al. 2015; Nardini et al. 2015; Fiore et
al. 2017). The accretion disk wind is consistent
with having a momentum rate comparable to
the AGN radiation pressure, and the energet-
ics are high enough to influence AGN feedback
(e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins & Elvis
2010; Gaspari et al. 2011).
6.2. Connection with Galaxy-scale Outflows
Galaxy-scale outflows have been observed in
IRAS F05189-2524 in neutral, warm ionized,
and molecular gas phases (Gonza´lez-Alfonso et
al. 2017; Rupke et al. 2017; Fluetsch et al. 2019).
Results from the relevant observations are in-
cluded in Table 6. Energetics derived from the
neutral and warm-ionized outflowing gas are
based on the ground-based integral field spec-
troscopy (IFS) of Rupke et al. (2017). These ob-
servations are limited by the seeing (∼1”) which
sets an artificial minimum radius r ∼ 400 pc.
The adopted radius for the neutral and warm-
ionized gas are directly measured from IFS data
and are virtually the same. However, a detailed
inspection of the neutral and warm-ionized gas
phases reveals that they differ in spatial distri-
bution. Note that the warm ionized gas phase is
negligible compared to the other phases of the
large-scale outflow, so it will not be considered
any further in our discussion.
The energetics for the molecular outflows are
derived using OH and CO as tracers for H2.
OH absorption features are detected against the
unresolved continuum emission in Herschel far-
infrared spectra (Gonza´lez-Alfonso et al. 2017).
The dimensions and energetics of the OH out-
flow are derived by carefully comparing the ve-
locity profiles of four ground-state and radia-
tively excited transitions of OH and the pre-
dictions from spherically symmetric radiative
transfer models. OH molecular tracers are sen-
sitive to the dense molecular gas in the nucleus,
so this gas component does not extend much
beyond r ∼ 500 pc. The CO energetics are
derived from millimeter wave interferometry of
spatially resolved CO emission lines, and the
adopted radius is directly measured from these
data (Fluetsch et al. 2019). As seen in Table 6,
there is good agreement between the different
tracers. To simplify our discussion of the en-
ergetics, we take the average of the momentum
rates for the neutral and two molecular outflows
(P˙out,av = 65×1034 dyn) since these phases likely
provide measurements of the same outflow at
different epochs (i.e. distances from the cen-
ter). We similarly take the average of the out-
flow velocity for the neutral, molecular CO, and
high-velocity molecular OH outflows (vout,av =
534 km s−1).
To compare the energetics of the X-ray out-
flow with the galaxy-scale outflow, we consider
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Table 6. Location and energetics of the hot ionized disk wind (UFO) and multi-phase galaxy-scale
outflows. Errors are reported when provided in the appropriate references.
Gas Phase rwind
(a) vwind
(b) M˙wind P˙wind E˙K,wind Reference
(pc) (km s−1) (M yr−1) (1034 dyn) (1042 erg s−1)
hot ionized 0.002–0.010 33,000 ± 3000 1.0–6.3 22–130 360–2150 1
neutral 3000 560 96+12−6 59
+9
−4 38
+7
−3 4
warm ionized 3000 423 2.5+0.44−0.69 0.78
+0.14
−0.22 0.21
+0.04
−0.05 4
molecular (CO) 189 491 219 68 17 2
molecular (OH)
low-velocity 170 200 120 16 1.6 3
high-velocity 340 550 150 52 14 3
total 269+19−131 68
+14
−30 16
+4
−7 3
References:
1) This paper; 2) Fluetsch et al. 2019; 3) Gonza´lez-Alfonso et al. 2017; 4) Rupke et al. 2017
aRadius of wind used for calculation of energetics.
bVelocities from Reference 1 are the average over all spaxels of the second component central velocity.
two different ways to drive a galaxy-scale out-
flow. In the case of a momentum-driven out-
flow, we expect P˙outer ' P˙inner where “outer”
refers to the galaxy-scale outflow and “inner”
refers to the inner X-ray wind (Zubovas & King
2012; Faucher-Gigue`re, & Quataert 2012). In
§6.1, we derive P˙inner & 22×1034 dyn, while the
momentum rate for the galactic scale outflows
are consistently measured as P˙outer ∼ 65×1034
dyn (Table 6). This gives P˙outer/P˙inner ∼ 3, how-
ever, given the large uncertainties in the mo-
mentum rate estimates, our data are not incon-
sistent with a momentum-driving scenario.
For an energy-driven outflow, conservation
of energy gives 1
2
M˙innerv
2
inner =
1
2
fM˙outerv
2
outer
where “outer” refers to the galaxy-scale outflow
and “inner” refers to the inner X-ray wind. The
efficiency factor, f , is limited to [0,1] where f =
0 and f = 1 are two extremes indicating either
full dissipation or conservation of kinetic power
within the outflow, respectively. Using the ex-
pression for the momentum rate, this can be
rewritten as P˙innervinner = fP˙outervouter. Thus,
the expected momentum rate for the large-scale
outflow in an energy-driven outflow is given as
P˙outer = f(vinner/vouter)P˙inner. The efficiency fac-
tor can be interpreted as the ratio between the
covering fractions of the inner and outer out-
flows or the fraction of the kinetic energy of the
inner X-ray wind that goes into bulk motion of
the swept-up molecular material.
Using average values for the large-scale galac-
tic outflows along with the lower limit of the
momentum rate for the UFO, we obtain f =
0.05. This low efficiency value could be the re-
sult of a highly clumpy interstellar medium or
if the covering fraction of the large-scale out-
flow is low (Wagner et al. 2012, 2013; Hopkins
et al. 2016). We note that the ratio of the mo-
mentum rate of the molecular outflow to the
momentum rate of UFO (P˙mol/P˙UFO ∼ 0.5-3)
is approximately of order unity within the er-
rors. Richings & Faucher-Gigue`re (2018) find
that P˙mol/P˙UFO of order unity could still be at-
tributed to an energy-driven outflow where the
thermalized mechanical energy is mostly lost
through efficient cooling due to in-situ forma-
tion of molecular gas within the outflow.
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Additionally, we note that a purely IR ra-
diation driven molecular outflow (as opposed
to mechanical acceleration; see e.g. King &
Pounds 2015) is not preferred, but not strictly
ruled out. In such a scenario, the momentum
of the molecular outflow is given by P˙mol ∼
(1 + ητIR)(LIR/c) where theoretically η ∼ 0.5–
0.9 (Zhang & Davis 2017; Ishibashi et al. 2018)
and τIR is the optical depth in the infrared.
For IRAS F05189-2524, LIR = 1.38×1012 L
(Gonza´lez-Alfonso et al. 2017) which implies
τIR ∼ 3–5, and thus requires significant IR trap-
ping.
Finally, we consider IRAS F05189-2524 in the
context of nine other sources which have ob-
served UFOs and large-scale galactic outflows
with good constraints on their spatial scales.
Fig. 8 shows the momentum rate against the ve-
locity of the outflow while Appendix A includes
detailed information and references for each ob-
ject. It is clear that some objects reside in the
momentum-driven regime while others are more
consistent with the energy-driven scenario sug-
gesting that there is a range of efficiency factors
(f ∼ 0.001–0.5) that likely depend on specific
physical conditions in each object.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We present new XMM-Newton and NuS-
TAR observations of the galaxy merger IRAS
F05189-2524 a ULIRG and optical Seyfert 2.
Testing multiple spectral models yields a best-
fit model consisting of a highly ionized absorber
with either an absorbed power law and neutral
partial covering absorber or a neutral absorber
and scattered emission. We find evidence for
a blueshifted Fe K absorption feature at E =
7.8 keV (rest-frame) which implies an ultra-fast
outflow with vout = 0.11± 0.01c.
We calculate that the UFO has a mass outflow
rate of M˙out & 1.0 M yr−1, a kinetic power of
E˙K & 3.6×1044 erg s−1 (8% LAGN), and a mo-
mentum rate (or force) of P˙out & 22×1034 dyne
(1.4 LAGN/c). Observed large-scale galactic out-
flows in IRAS F05189-2524 have an average mo-
mentum rate of P˙ = 68×1034 dyne, yielding
P˙inner/P˙outer ∼ 3. Given the large uncertainties
in the momentum rate estimates, P˙inner/P˙outer
is not inconsistent with unity, or a momentum-
driven scenario. In the energy-driven outflow
scenario, the fraction f of the kinetic energy in
the inner X-ray wind that goes into bulk mo-
tion of the large-scale outflow is f ∼ 0.05. Such
a low efficiency could be attributed to a highly
clumpy interstellar medium or if the covering
fraction of the large-scale outflow is low or if
the hot gas has efficiently cooled leading to an
in-situ formation of the molecular outflow.
We compare the outflow in IRAS F05189-
2524 to nine other objects with observed UFOs
and large-scale galactic outflows with solid con-
straints on the outflow energetics. We find that
there is a range of efficiency factors (f ∼ 0.001–
0.5) and driving mechanisms that likely depend
on specific physical conditions in each object.
While this remains a small sample, it is an im-
portant step towards building a comprehensive
sample which can be used to further probe the
complex relationships of AGN and galaxy co-
evolution.
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Figure 8. The momentum rate (P˙wind) normalized by the momentum of the radiation (LAGN/c) is plotted
against the wind outflow velocity for ten objects with observed ultra-fast outflows and large-scale galactic
outflows with good constraints on their spatial scales. Solid error bars indicate that upper and lower errors
were calculated whereas dotted error bars indicate that only a range of values was provided. Arrows indicate
limits. UFO measurements are plotted as circles, warm ionized and neutral gas as squares, the molecular
(CO) as downward triangles, and the molecular (OH) as upward triangles. For molecular measurements,
filled symbols indicate a time-averaged momentum rate whereas an open symbol is an “instantaneous” or
local momentum rate. See Table 7 in Appendix A for more details and references for each specific object.
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APPENDIX
A. OUTFLOW ENERGETICS OF THE AGN SAMPLE
Table 7. Outflow velocities and momentum rates for ten objects with observed ultra-
fast outflows and large-scale galactic outflows with good constraints on their spatial
scales. Errors are presented when published by their respective authors. For simplicity,
objects with both warm ionized and neutral observed outflows were plotted as a single
data point in Fig. 8.
Object Gas Phase vwind P˙wind
a Ref.
(km s−1) (LAGN/c)
IRAS F05189-2524 hot ionized 33,000 ± 3,000 1.44–8.48 1
neutral 560 3.85+0.59−0.26 12
warm ionized 423 0.05 ± 0.01 12
molecular (CO) 491 4.44 6
molecular (OH) 200–550 4.44+0.91−1.96 8
IRAS F11119+3257 hot ionized 76,500 ± 3,300 1.30+1.70−0.90 13
hot ionized 76,000+18,000−35,000 0.5–2 14
molecular (CO) 1000 ± 200 1.5–3.0 13
molecular (OH) 1000 ± 200 11+14.1−7.5 15
molecular (OH) 1000 ± 200 1.0–6.0 15
Mrk 231 hot ionized 20,000+2,000−3,000 0.2–1.6 4
b
hot ionized 127,000+13,000−4,000 0.16
+0.27
−0.11 10
hot ionized 70,000 ± 3,000 0.016+0.048−0.014 10
neutral 416 1.23+0.15−0.08 12
warm ionized 672 0.008 ± 0.001 12
molecular (CO) 500–800 3.2–8.0 4b
molecular (CO) 700 8.7 3b
molecular (OH) 100–550 7.74+2.68−1.05 8
Mrk 273 hot ionized 79,000 ± 3,000 130+220−110 10
molecular (CO) 620 43 3b
molecular (OH) 300–700 67+25−35 8
APM 08279+5255 hot ionized 48,000–108,000 0.95 5
hot ionized 30,000–66,000 0.3–1.5 5
molecular (CO) 1340 2.37 5
molecular (CO) 1340 5.97 5
Table 7 continued
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Table 7 (continued)
Object Gas Phase vwind P˙wind
a Ref.
(km s−1) (LAGN/c)
IC 5063 hot ionized 93,000+1,300−1,400 12
+11
−5 10
molecular (CO) 300 2.3–12.0 3b
I Zw 1 hot ionized 80,000 ± 20,000 0.04+0.11−0.03 10
hot ionized 71,000 ± 3,000 >0.03 10
neutral 120 0.37+0.15−0.07 12
NGC 1068 hot ionized 84,000+3,000−2,000 7
+5
−2 10
molecular (CO) 100 1–27 7
molecular (CO) 150 9 3b
NGC 6240 hot ionized 43,000+10,000−26,000 11 ± 10 10
hot ionized 32,000+7,000−4,000 <25 10
molecular (CO) 400 8 3b
PDS 456 hot ionized 69,000 ± 18,000 2.1 ± 1.1 9
hot ionized 75,000 ± 3,000 1.5 11
molecular (CO) 1000 0.36 2
References: 1) This paper; 2) Bischetti et al. 2019; 3) Cicone et al. 2014; 4) Feruglio et
al. 2015; 5) Feruglio et al. 2017; 6) Fluetsch et al. 2018; 7) Garc´ıa-Burillo et al. 2014;
8) Gonza´lez-Alfonso et al. 2017; 9) Luminari et al. 2018; 10) Mizumoto et al. 2019; 11)
Nardini et al. 2015; 12) Rupke et al. 2017; 13) Tombesi et al. 2015; 14) Tombesi et al.
2017; 15) Veilleux et al. 2017
aP˙wind = M˙windvwind; E˙wind =
1
2M˙windv
2
wind
bCO-based molecular outflow momentum rates from these references were divided by a
factor of 3 so that they are on the same scale as the other measurements.
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